Abstract. Given a pattern string of length m for the string matching problem, we design an algorithm that computes deterministic samples of a su ciently long substring of the pattern in constant time. This problem used to be the bottleneck in the pattern preprocessing for one-and two-dimensional pattern matching. The best previous time bound was O(log 2 m= log log m). We use this algorithm to obtain the following results. All algorithms below are optimal parallel algorithms on a CRCW PRAM.
1. Introduction. The string matching problem is de ned as follows: Given pattern P 0::m ? 1] and text T 0::n ? 1] , nd all occurrences of P in T. We study parallel complexity of string matching on a CRCW PRAM. The PRAM (Parallel Random Access Machine) is a shared memory model of parallel computation which consists of a collection of identical processors and a shared memory. Each processor is a RAM, working synchronously and communicating via the shared memory. The CRCW (Concurrent Read Concurrent Write) PRAM allows both concurrent reads and concurrent writes to a memory location, and it has several variants depending on how c oncurrent writes are handled. We use the weakest version (called Common in 7] ) in which the only concurrent writes allowed are of the same value 1. A parallel algorithm for a problem is optimal if its total work is asymptotically the same as the minimum possible work for the problem. All optimal algorithms in this paper have linear work. Most string matching algorithms consist of two stages. The rst preprocesses the pattern and the second uses the data structure constructed in the rst to search the text. For the text search, a constant-time optimal parallel algorithm (following optimal O(log 2 m= log log m)-time preprocessing 12 ]. Let p be the period of x. When we say that we compute the period of x, we mean computing min(p; r=4). When we say that we compute the witnesses of x, we mean computing the witnesses against all non-periods i, 1 i < r=4. The witnesses of x can be computed in optimal O(log log r) time Consider a nonperiodic pattern string x of length m. Align k m=2 copies of x one on top of the other so that the ith copy starts above the ith symbol of the rst copy. A deterministic sample (DS) of x for k shifts is an ordered set A of positions and a number f, 1 f k, such that f ? 1 consecutive copies of x to the left and k ? f consecutive copies to the right have at least one mismatch with copy number f of x in the positions of the set A. The size of a DS is the size of the ordered set A.
See Fig. 1 . Vishkin 13] introduced the notion of deterministic samples and proved the existence of a DS of size at most log m for m=2 shifts.
DS is crucial for very fast optimal parallel search of the pattern in a given text. During the text search we maintain a subset of text positions, referred to as candidates, which can be start positions of pattern occurrences. Assume that we can somehow reduce the number of candidates to one in every log m-block of the text. Then for every candidate we compare the symbols at the positions of the set A of DS with the corresponding symbols of the text. If a candidate has mismatches, it is no longer a candidate for an occurrence of the pattern. On the other hand, if a candidate has matches in all the positions of A, then by the de nition of DS we can eliminate all other candidates in an m=2-block of the text. This method was used in a constanttime optimal text search 8]. Very recently, it was also used in a constant-time twoconstant-time randomized parallel string matching 3 dimensional text search 5]. However, the optimal algorithm suggested by Vishkin and used in 8] for computing DS was very expensive, taking O(log 2 m= log log m) time. This resulted in two \best" algorithms for string matching: an optimal O(log log m)-time algorithm for the entire problem 2] (for which also an (log log m) lower bound was proved 3]) and a constant-time text search with expensive preprocessing that was dominated by the computation time of DS. Thus the DS computation has been the bottleneck.
In x2 we present a constant-time deterministic algorithm for computing a DS of logarithmic size. We also show how to compute a constant-size DS for O(log log m) shifts in constant time. This constant-size DS will be crucial to our main result in x4.
Since we compute deterministic samples for a part of the pattern, we can use more than linear number of processors.
x3 contains three applications of the constant-time algorithm for DS. The rst application is that it allows us to have only one best string-matching algorithm with constant-time search and O(log log m)-time preprocessing. Our new algorithm achieves the best possible time in both preprocessing and text search. The second application is a deterministic O(k)-time string-matching algorithm using n processors for the case that m = O(n 1?2 ?k ), i.e., a constant-time string-matching algorithm using n processors when n = (m 1+ ) for a constant > 0. The third application is a simple string-matching algorithm that has constant time with high probability (and thus constant expected time) for random input.
In x4 we describe our main result. We present a constant expected time Las-Vegas algorithm for computing the witnesses. Together with the constant-time text search, we obtain a constant expected time Las-Vegas algorithm for string matching including preprocessing, solving the main open problem remaining in parallel string matching.
Deterministically an (log log m) lower bound is known for witness computation and string matching 3]. This algorithm is designed based on the lower bound argument; randomization is used to kill the argument. In the special case that the pattern is periodic and the period of the pattern has only a constant number of prime divisors, randomization is not needed.
Our algorithms will frequently use without mention the constant-time algorithm that nds the maximum (or minimum) position of a nonzero entry in an array 7]. Our algorithms will use the constant-time deterministic polynomial approximate compaction (PAC) of Ragde 11] and its improvement by Hagerup 9] . A d-PAC is an algorithm that compacts an array of size n with at most m nonzero elements into a pre x of size m d (assuming that m d < n). Ragde In many places where we use quantities such as r=2, log r or log log r as integers we mean that any way of rounding them to the nearest integer will do.
2. Constant-Time Deterministic Sampling. Let x be a nonperiodic string of length r. We construct two kinds of DS's in constant time: a log k-size DS for k shifts, k r=2, and a constant-size DS for log log r shifts. We rst show how to construct a log k-size DS of x for k shifts, k r=2, in constant time using r 3 processors and r 2 space. This log-size DS was introduced by Vishkin 13] , but its construction takes O(log 2 r= log log r) time using O(r) operations, which is the bottleneck in the preprocessing of string matching 13, 8] . Consider k-blocks starting at positions i for 0 i < k. If two k-blocks are identical, we say that x has a periodicity. Note that x has a periodicity if and only if there are i and j for i < j < k (the start positions of the two identical blocks) such that x i::j + k ? 1] has a period p = j ? i < k r=2. Using k 3 < r 3 processors, the algorithm checks in constant time if x has a periodicity.
If it does, the algorithm nds such i; j and p = j ? i. p is not necessarily the smallest such period. Case 2. x does not have a periodicity (i.e., all the k-blocks are distinct): Consider (for discussion only) the compacted pre x tree T of all the blocks (each path from the root of T to a leaf corresponds to a block and every internal node has degree at least two). Since T has k leaves, there is at least one leaf v of depth log k. Let B be the block corresponding to v. The path in T from the root to v hits at most log k nodes which de ne at most log k positions; B is di erent from each of the other blocks in at least one of these positions. Below we will nd such a block B and the (at most log k) positions in B in constant time using r 3 To nd B and the positions in it, we compute a k k 0-1 matrix: one row for each block. The matrix is set initially to 0. With r processors per each pair (i; j), 1 i; j k, of blocks, nd in constant time the smallest index`such that the ith block and the jth block di er at position`(a node in T). Note that we nd in this way exactly all nodes of T (more than once). Set to 1 entry`in the two rows i and j. Now we only have to nd a row with no more than s = log k 1's and compress their positions to an array of size s. So we need to solve the following problem for each row of the matrix. Given a 0-1 array of size k r and r 2 processors, nd whether it has at most s = log k 1's and if it does compress their positions into an array of size s.
Ragde designed a (4 + )-PAC 11] and then used it to compress an array of length k with at most s items (= nonzero entries) into an array of size s in time O(log s= log log k). In case the number of items is larger than s the algorithm fails.
constant-time randomized parallel string matching 5 Note that when log s = O(log log k) the time is O(1). So to solve the problem above, rst the j-th processor replaces a 1 in the j-th entry with j and then Ragde's compressions is applied in constant time. This compression will succeed with at least one of the rows of the matrix and will yield the desired DS. Theorem 1. The deterministic algorithm above constructs a log k-size DS for k shifts, k r=2, for a nonperiodic string of length r in constant time using r 3 processors and r 2 space.
Although the DS computation used to be the bottleneck, the algorithm in 8] has another part of the preprocessing (the hitting set) that does not take constant time: the part that enables the algorithm to eliminate all but at most one candidate in every log m-block. The hitting set can be constructed in O(log log m) time. Using Theorem 1 and an O(log log m)-time construction of the hitting set, the algorithm in 8] can be transformed into a string-matching algorithm which takes constant time for text search and O(log log m) time for preprocessing. However, in order to derive a randomized constant-time algorithm we cannot a ord to compute a hitting set.
Instead of the hitting set, we use the following constant-size DS for O(log log m) shifts to design an alternative algorithm called CONST-MATCH in x3.
We now show how to construct a constant-size DS of x for log log r shifts in constant time with r 2 log log r processors. This constant-size DS is new and is crucial for constant-time randomized string matching in x4 as discussed above. as the DS for log r shifts (and therefore for log log r shifts as well).
Case 2. Otherwise, every symbol in x occurs very often (with distance shorter than log r between neighboring ones). So every symbol occurs at least r= log r times in x, which implies that there are at most log r di erent symbols in x. Consider all substrings of length log log r in the rst half of x. Since there are (log r) log log r di erent strings of length log log r over log r symbols, and (log r) log log r < r=(2 log log r), some substrings of length log log r repeat without overlap in the rst half of x. Find such a substring y in constant time using r 2 log log r processors. Let z be the substring between the two copies of y. The substring yzy has a period p = jyzj < r=2. Since x is nonperiodic, period p has a mismatch in x. Let q be the smallest (largest) position such that x q] 6 = x q + p] to the right (left) of the rst copy of y. Then A = fq; q + pg and f = 1 (A = fq; q + pg and f = log log r) is a constant-size DS for log log r shifts.
Theorem 2. The deterministic algorithm above constructs a constant-size DS for log log r shifts for a nonperiodic string of length r in constant time using r 2 log log r processors.
3. Applications of Constant-Time DS. In this section we present applications of the constant-time DS computation, and at the same time we build up procedures which will be used in the constant-time randomized string-matching algorithm in x4. Thanks to a well known reduction 2], we can assume without loss of generality that the pattern in a string matching problem is non-4-periodic.
The text search algorithm will maintain candidates, which can still be start positions of pattern occurrences. All other positions have gotten witnesses to nonoccurrences. Consider two candidates i < j such that w is a witness against j ?i (i.e., P w] 6 = P w ? j + i]). . By a duel we can 6 crochemore, galil, gasieniec, park, and rytter remove one or both of the candidates. Given h > 0, we partition the text T into disjoint h-blocks in the obvious way. If every h-block has at most two candidates, we say that T is h-good. Lemma 1. If T is h-good and an h-size DS for k shifts is given, then T can be made k-good in optimal constant time.
Proof. Let A be the ordered set of the h-size DS. For each k-block, there are initially at most 2k=h candidates and we have h=2 processors per candidate. For each such candidate in the k-block, make h comparisons with the positions of A. If a candidate has a mismatch, it provides a witness against the candidate. Find the leftmost (ls) and rightmost (rs) survivors in the k-block. By the de nition of DS, every survivor i between ls and rs has at least one mismatch in the DS positions of ls or rs. For each such i, make 2h comparisons with the DS positions of ls and rs and nd a witness against it.
Lemma 2. If T is m 1=k -good for k > 1 and the witnesses of the pattern are given, T can be made m=4-good in time O(log k) with O(n log k) operations.
Proof. Run log k rounds of the following until T is m=4-good. In a round we start with at most two candidates per i-block (i-good) and end with at most one per i 2 -block (i 2 -good) by performing at most 4i 2 duels in each i 2 -block. Duels nd witnesses to non-occurrences. (Note that we actually start each round after the rst with at most one candidate per i-block.)
Given a string x of length r and a number` 2 p r, FIND-SUB nds the rst nonperiodic substring z of length`and computes witnesses of z if such z exists, and otherwise computes the period p of x of length less than`=2 and witnesses against non-multiples of p in optimal constant time.
Procedure FIND-SUB:
1. Naively check if each of the rst`=2 positions is a period of the pre x of x of length`and compute witnesses against nonperiods. Procedure CONST-MATCH:
1. Find the rst nonperiodic substring x of P of length r = m 1=3 and the rst nonperiodic substring x 0 of x of length 2 log r using FIND-SUB, which also computes witnesses of x and x 0 . Steps 2{4 use Lemma 1.
2. Use the constant-size DS of x for log log r shifts to make T log log r-good. 3 . Use the log log r-size DS of x 0 for log r shifts to make T log r-good. 4 . Use the log r-size DS of x for r=2 shifts to make T r=2-good. 5 . Perform two rounds of duels to make T m=4-good (Lemma 2). Then check the surviving candidates by naive comparisons.
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Corollary 1. Using CONST-MATCH, we get a string-matching algorithm with constant-time text search and O(log log m)-time preprocessing. The second application is a deterministic O(k)-time algorithm for nding a subpattern of length m 1?2 ?k in the text. This application may seem somewhat contrived, but it is useful in the next two applications. We will twice use the case k = 1. Let P 0 be a subpattern of P of length m 1?2 ?k . We rst compute witnesses of P 0 in O(k) time by the rst k rounds of the preprocessing of 2] and then nd all occurrences of P 0 in the text by CONST-MATCH. (In case P 0 is 4-periodic, we use the reduction of 2].) Corollary 2. Using CONST-MATCH, we get an O(k)-time algorithm using n processors for nding all occurrences of a given subpattern of length m 1?2 ?k in the text, or stated di erently we get a deterministic O(k)-time algorithm using n processors for string matching in case m = O(n 1?2 ?k ).
The third application is a simple string-matching algorithm that has constant time with high probability for random input. Let P 0 be the pre x of the pattern of length p m. Compute witnesses of P 0 in constant time. Find all occurrences of P 0 in the text by CONST-MATCH. Being able to match P 0 of length p m in constant time gives us a constant expected time parallel algorithm for random text even if we sequentially check the remaining symbols. The probability that the time is larger than some small constant is exponentially small. Corollary 3. Using CONST-MATCH, we get a simple string-matching algorithm that has constant time with high probability for random input.
4. Constant-Time Randomized String Matching. The main application of the constant-time DS computation is a constant expected time Las-Vegas algorithm for computing the witnesses of the pattern. Together with CONST-MATCH we obtain a constant expected time Las-Vegas algorithm for string matching including preprocessing, solving the main open problem remaining in string matching. Thus, randomization is used to`beat' the deterministic (log log m) lower bound for witness computation and string matching 3].
We introduce a notion of pseudo period (also used in 4]). It has an operational de nition: Given a string x of length r, if we compute witnesses against all i < r=4 except for multiples of q we say that q is a pseudo period of x. It follows from this de nition that if x is 4-periodic, q must divide the period of x. Procedure FIND-PSEUDO computes a large pseudo period of x.
